ABSTRACT Holographic microwave imaging is an innovative method to image biological objects based on their dielectric properties, which has the advantages of high spatial resolution. However, the image reconstruction method is always a critical issue in holographic microwave imaging. This research aims to investigate the feasibility and effectiveness of applying compressive sensing (CS) technique to the holographic microwave imaging for small dielectric object detection. This paper presents a compressive sensing holographic microwave random array imaging (CS-HMRAI) method for imaging of dielectric objects. A numerical system consists of various dielectric models and imaging processing model are developed to evaluate the proposed approach. The split Bregman (SB) and orthogonal matching pursuit (OMP) algorithms are applied to HMRAI for evaluation of small inclusions embedded in dielectric objects. Various experiments are conducted to identify lesions using the proposed CS-HMRAI method and results are compared with HMRAI and HMRAI via OMP methods. Both simulation and experimental results demonstrate that CS-HMRAI via SB can produce high-quality images and detect arbitrarily shaped small inclusions with random sizes and locations by using significantly fewer sensors and scanning times than the HMRAI and CS-HMRAI via OMP approaches. The proposed approach has the potential for further investigation for breast tumor detection in a fast and cost-effective manner.
I. INTRODUCTION
Breast cancer is the leading cause of cancer death among females in the United States [1] . Although X-ray mammography is the gold standard imaging tool for early breast tumor detection, it has some drawbacks, such as limited sensitivity and specificity, unsafe radiation, not suitable for young women, uncomfortable due to breast compression [2] . Contrast-enhanced digital mammography offers more accuracy diagnostic in dense breasts than mammography, but it is expensive and produces more radiations [3] . These limitations motivate the search for alternative or complementary technologies for early breast cancer detection. Active microwave imaging (MI) has been proposed as an alternative or additional method to the standard mammography for early breast cancer detection [4] - [7] . The active MI exploits the dielectric contrast between healthy tissue and malignant tissue at microwave frequencies. MI is nonionizing and noninvasive modality, which does not require breast compression and uses low radiation power (much lower than a cell phone). More importantly, MI has the potential to improve sensitivity and specificity even it does not offer high-resolution images as provided by X-rays due to the dielectric contrast (greater than 2:1) is much higher than the contrast in radiographic density exploited by X-rays [8] .
Over the past two decades, MI-based techniques have been extensively studied for biomedical applications both numerically and experimentally. However, MI-based techniques have not been extensively studied in clinical environments due to the limited image resolution, and complicated implementation system such as long data collection time is required [9] . To solve these challenges, some investigators have focused on developing high dynamic measurement systems to capture small inclusions, finding solutions to enhance malignant tissues, and employing fewer sensors to reduce data collection time [10] .
Compressed sensing (CS) can reconstruct images using much lower sampling rates than the convention ShannonNyquist sampling rate, which offers the potential to reconstruct signals and images from small amounts of data [11] . CS-based techniques have been applied in radar imaging to detect buried objects [12] . Ambrosanio and Pascazio [13] successfully applied CS to random sensor array in a vacuum media. Previous studies have demonstrated that image quality could be improved significantly using CS techniques and random sensor arrays [14] . Various CS iterative algorithms have been applied for signal and image reconstruction, including conjugate gradient (CG) [15] , orthogonal matching pursuit (OMP) and majorization-minimization [16] , [17] , and CS sparse representation matrices [18] . Recently, CS has been applied to several biomedical imaging applications such as MRI and CT [19] , [20] . More recently, Bevacqua and Scapaticci [21] applied CS in microwave imaging system to detect breast tumors. They used magnetic nanoparticles as a contrast agent to improve the accuracy of tumor detection. The simulation results showed that CS has the potential to become a new tool to improve image resolution and increase accuracy in cancer detection, as well as reduce the data collection time due to much smaller amounts of data is required.
The authors recently developed a holographic microwave imaging (HMI) method for breast lesion detection and brain stroke detection [22] , [23] . The method has been evaluated on various simplified dielectric phantoms. Compared with other MI approaches, HMI could map a dielectric object in free-space, which simplified the measurement system. However, HMI method uses the uniform sensor array which requires large signal and image processing, especially for 3D objects. Previous studies have demonstrated that microwave image is highly related to the sensor array configurations, the random sensor array (non-uniform) offers a better image quality than the uniform sensor array [24] . This paper aims to investigate a CS based holographic microwave random array imaging (CS-HMRAI) for rapid diagnosis of inclusions embedded in a dielectric object model. A numerical imaging system, including a CS-HMRAI model and various realistic breast models, is developed to validate the proposed approach. CS iterative algorithms via split Bregman (SB) and OMP are implemented to reconstruct images of the target object. Various simulations and experiments are conducted to study the feasibility of using CS-HMRAI for inclusion detection in a fast and low-cost manner. 
II. IMAGE ALGORITHM
A. HOLOGRAPHIC MICROWAVE RANDOM ARRAY IMAGING Figure 1 shows the working principle of HMRAI system. The system consists of a microwave signal generator (such as vector network analyzer, VNA), an N-element random sensor array (N≥3), a signal control and data acquisition unit, and a computer with the matched program. The random sensor array plane is located under the target object in the far field distance with one sensor works as a transmitter, and other sensors work as detectors. During data collection, the VNA generates microwave signals to the object through the transmitter, and each detector measures the scattered electric field from the object. The object image can be reconstructed from the recorded data by using the HMRAI method.
A point Q is embedded in a 3D object model (Figure 2 ), in far-field condition, the complex visibility can be computed by any two detectors located at − → r a and − → r b [25] :
Where denotes the time average, − → E scat and − → E * scat denote the scattered field and the conjugate complex of the scattered field, respectively. − → r a and − → r b are the distance vector from the model to the detectors located at − → r a and − → r b , respectively.
For N detectors, the total complex visibility is:
Define the object intensity as [22] :
Where k 0 is the wavenumber of free-space, ε r is the relative permittivity of the object, ε 0 is the relative permittivity of free-space, and the total electric field
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, f denotes the frequency, λ 0 is the wavelength in free-space.
The UV coverage and baseline are developed to evaluate the sensor array aperture quantitatively. For any two detectors located at A a (x a , y a , z a ) and A b (x b , y b , z b ), the UV coverage and baseline are defined as:
Where λ 0 denotes the wavelength of free-space. An image can be reconstructed using an inverse faster Fourier transform (IFFT):
The scattered electric field measured by the random sensor array can be considered as a sparse data selected from the uniform sensor array (M × M , such as 64 × 64 antennas, N ≤ M ). Therefore, the HMRAI image can be reconstructed
Where F * FFT denotes the inverse fast Fourier transform (IFFT).
B. COMPRESSED SENSING HOLOGRAPHIC MICROWAVE RANDOM ARRAY IMAGING
Over the past two decades, various CS algorithms have been developed for signal and image reconstruction [26] - [30] . Among these methods, the Basis Pursuit (BP) and OMP are widely used for image reconstruction. Previous studies have shown that OMP outperforms BP especially when the offgrid effect is considered [31] and OMP is much less computationally intensive and more accessible to implement than the BP algorithm [32] . As a result, this paper focuses on the SB and OMP algorithms. Table 1 presents the CS algorithms for image reconstruction.
The CS techniques emphasize the consistency between the estimated HMRAI image and the actual gatheredk-space samples. For HMRAI image, the CS technique can be interpreted as [33] :
WhereÎ is the estimated HMRAI image, α and β are the weights for the consistency of the 1 -norm and TV-norm, respectively. · TV denotes the 2D isotropic TV operator, VOLUME 6, 2018 ϒ denotes the under-sampled non-uniform k-space data, A is the measurement matrix that reflects the acquisition of under-sampled data ϒ, and is the sparsifying matrix that transforms the image to a sparse representation. δ denotes the accuracy, which depends on the precision, the measurement noise, and the model error.
The gridding CS technique can be applied to recover HMRAI images from under-sampled non-uniform k-space samples. According to equation (7), the measurement operator A can be represented as:
Where U denotes the binary matrix that is applied to select the random locations for random under-sampling and F * FFT is the IFFT operator. The SB algorithm is applied to recover HMRAI images. The constrained problem (9) can be transformed as a sequence of unconstrained problems.
Where p denotes the iteration number, presents the regularization parameter that determine the trade-off between measurement consistency and sparsity in the A domain and the finite difference domain. ∇ is the discrete 2D isotropic TV operator, and
Omitting the subscript p, equation (11) is related to prepare for the splitting of the two 1 -norm terms:
Where ∇ x and ∇ y denote the 1D discrete derivative operator in X, Y dimension, respectively. d x , d y , c x , c y and c w denote the auxiliary variables. The SoftThresholding operator (x, t) = max (0, 1 − t/ |x|) x is used to obtain the optimal values of w, d x , and d y .
The optimalÎ of the problem (11) can be reduced to the following formula by fixing w, d x , d y [34] :
The above problem (14) can be solved by the nonlinear CG method. The OMP method is also applied for HMRAI image reconstruction to evaluate the CS-HMARI via SB approach. Besides the visual appearance, the peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) and CPU time are used to quantify the reconstruction performance [35] :
Where MSE = 1/PQ
(p, q) means pixel location of a P × Q image, X andX are the original image and reconstructed image, respectively. P, Q are the size of the images.
III. NUMERICAL SYSTEM
A numerical system was developed under the MATLAB environment to demonstrate CS-HMRAI approaches for inclusion detection. The system made of a 3D dielectric object model and a 16-element random sensor array. A matching solution medium (ε r = 4) was filled in the space between the target object and the sensor array [23] . The operation frequency of 10GHz, the total number of 16 antennas, and the distance of 540mm between the sensor array and the object were selected for simulation settings based on previous evaluations [22] , [23] , [36] . Several simulations were performed to evaluate the CS-HMRAI model. The experiments were performed using MATLAB R2015b on a computer with Intel CPU TM i7-6700 at 3.41GHz and 32GB RAM, and all models were measured in millimeter (mm).
A. FORWARD MODEL
An open-ended rectangular waveguide antenna was modeled as both transmitter and detector. The narrow and broad apertures of the antenna were 7.5mm and 15mm. The transmitter radiates incident electric field:
Where
denotes the distance vectors from the object to the transmitter located at − → T x m , − → E 0 is the wave amplitude of TE10 mode, A N and B B are the narrow and board aperture dimensions of the antenna, respectively. h (θ , ∅) is the radiation pattern, and − → P (θ , ∅) is the polarization vector.
B. BACKWARD MODEL
The scattered electric field can be measured by any detector located at − → r m [37] :
Where k 0 denotes the wavenumber of free-space, x µ ( − → s ) = ε r ( − → s ) − ε 0 , ε r denotes the relative permittivity of the object, ε 0 is the relative permittivity of free-space, and
The scattered field was determined by applying Born Approximation [22] , and the electric field inside the breast model was modeled approximately as the incident field that exists at the same location but without the object presented in the imaging domain. The scattered electric field can be computed as:
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C. BREAST MODEL
Four breast models (TABLE 2) were developed using the published dielectric properties of tissues [38] . The model I (100 × 100 × 50mm 3 ) was made of skin, fat, gland, and two spherical-shaped tumors (4mm in diameter), and it contained 256 × 256 × 55 elements. Breast model II was developed based on Breast model I with 10% white Gaussian noise. Breast models III and IV were developed based on MRI images. Each model contained 180 images, and each image had 512×512 elements [39] . MATLAB software was used to import MRI images to construct a realistic 3D breast model, 56482 VOLUME 6, 2018 and 2D breast models were developed by considering the single slice of MRI-based breast model. Figures 3(a)-3(f) show the 16-element uniform sensor array, 64-element uniform sensor array, 16-element random sensor array, and their UV coverage performances. Figures 3(g)-3 (n) display the original and reconstructed images of breast model I using different sensor arrays. The densities of the three sensor arrays are 0.289, 0.269 and 0.255, respectively. The random sensor array offers a much denser sampling of the UV coverage than the uniform sensor arrays. Inclusions are failed to display in the reconstructed image obtained by using the 16-element uniform sensor array. Both 64-element uniform sensor array and the 16-element random array can detect inclusions embedded in multilayer model. However, the 64-element uniform sensor array used much longer time than the 16-element random sensor array (Table 3 , 157.03s vs. 2.72s). The results confirmed that the random array has a potential to produce a high-resolution image in a fast and cost-effective manner due to a smaller number of implementation antennas are required. Figure 4 displays original and reconstructed images of model I (noise-free) by using HMRAI, CS-HMRAI via SB, and CS-HMRAI via OMP, respectively. Two small inclusions are presented in images obtained by using CS-HMRAI and CS-HMRAI via SB methods. Figure 5 shows the model II (includes 10% Gaussian noise) and reconstructed images obtained by using HMRAI, CS-HMRAI via SB, and CS-HMRAI via OMP, respectively. CS-HMRAI via SB can fully recover the breast model and identify two tumors successfully. Figure 6 demonstrates original and the reconstructed images of the model I using CS-HMRAI via SB with different measurements (sampling rates). Two small inclusions could be identified in images obtained with CS-HMRAI via SB with 30% or more measurements. Figure 7 presents the reconstructed images of model III using HMRAI, CS-HMRAI via SB with 30% measurements, and CS-HMRAI via OMP with 30% measurements, respectively. Results show that the CS-HMRAI via SB and CS-HMRAI via OMP methods can detect small inclusions with correct size and location information. Figure 8 shows the original and the reconstructed images of model IV obtained using HMRAI, CS-HMRAI via SB with 30% measurements, CS-HMRAI via SB with 100% measurements, and CS-HMRAI via OMP with 30% measurements. Results show that HMRAI and CS-HMRAI via SB with 30% or more measurements can identify the arbitrarily shaped breast tumors with correct size and location information. Color bars in reconstructed images plot signal energy on a linear scale. Table 3 compares various methods to reconstruct microwave images, including HMI with the 64-element uniform sensor array, HMRAI with the 16-element non-uniform VOLUME 6, 2018 sensor array, CS-HMRAI via SB, and CS-HMRAI via OMP. CS-HMRAI via SB offers a better image with a significantly shorter time than HMI, HMRAI, and CS-HMRAI via OMP approaches.
D. NUMERICAL RESULTS

IV. EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION
The experimental validation was performed to evaluate the proposed method by identifying inclusions embedded in a tissue-like phantom (see Figure 9 ). The phantom made of emulsifying ointment includes 30% emulsifying wax, 50% soft paraffin and 20% liquid paraffin (to simulate fat tissue), and small grapes (7mm and 15mm in diameter) to simulate lesions [25] . The dielectric properties of emulsifying ointment and grape were close to those of real fat tissue and breast tumor. The Agilent N5230A VNA was connected to antennas that embedded in a microwave absorbing plane, and the sensor array was placed under the phantom in a far field (540mm) with one sensor worked as the transmitter, and other sensors worked as detectors. Two adjustable lab jackets and height gauge were used to adjust the distance between the target and the sensor array. During data collection, the VNA excited microwave signals to the phantom at 10GHz and detectors measured the scattered electric fields from the phantom. Background (without phantom presented) was measured before the data collection. The 2D images were produced using the algorithms detailed above. Figure 10 shows the reconstructed images of the phantom obtained by using HMI with the 16-element uniform sensor array, HMRAI, CS-HMRAI via SB with 10% measurements, CS-HMRAI via SB with 100% measurements, and CS-HMRAI via OMP methods, respectively. HMI with 16-element uniform sensor array could not identify small inclusions except artifacts. CS-HMRAI via SB could produce good quality images and identify two inclusions with correct size and location information. Some artifacts are displayed in the reconstructed image using CS-HMRAI via SB with 10% measurements and CS-HMRAI via OMP. Color bars in the images plot power density on a linear scale that is normalized to the maximum in the image space. 
V. CONCLUSION
This paper reported the application of CS algorithms in HMRAI method for diagnosis of small dielectric inclusions. The SB and OMP algorithms were implemented to generate CS-HMRAI images. Various simulation and experimental validations were performed to evaluate the proposed approach for dielectric object detection. CS-HMRAI via SB method could fully recover the dielectric object and detect inclusions using much fewer measurements and less data collection time than HMRAI and CS-HMRAI via OMP approaches. Additionally, CS-HMRAI via SB can produce fewer artifacts than the HMI with the 16-element uniform sensor array, HMRAI and CS-HMRAI via OMP approaches. The obtained results showed that the CS-HMRAI via SB approach could successfully identify small inclusions in a fast and cost-effective manner due to the implementation system requires much fewer antennas, which has the potential to become a useful computer tool for fast visualization and optimization of MI-based techniques.
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